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ABSTRACT
Modern paper machines require many types of covered rolls for efficient operation. The function,

covering materials, and manufacture are described. The manner in which roll covering technology has been
improved to meet the changing conditions in the paper industry is described. Mathematical technique per-
mitting roll cover performance to be accurately predicted for any combination of machine condition and cover
characteristic is described. The theoretical predictions are compared to laboratory data and the implications
of the results of varying the parameters in the mathematical technique are discussed in detail. Specific
examples of case histories of paper machine rebuilds are discussed using the computer based programmes for
determining the proper roll characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION

Covered rolls perform an important function in the
optimum operation of several sections of the modern
paper machine. They accomplish this by providing a
means of controlling the intensity and width of the
pressure zone or pressure nip formed between pairs of
rolls.

This is particularly important in the operation of
the press section of the machine where nip action is
critical for maximum water removal. Since it is consi-
derably less expensive to remove water from the sheet
in the presses, compared to the dryer section, efficient
operation of the presses can lead to definite energy
savings.

At the size press and coating units, covered rolls
apply chemicals in the desired amount and, by means
of nip pressure, force the chemicals to impregnate the
paper web.

At the wet end of the machine resilient coverings
protect rolls against corrosive attack and assist in
driving the forming fabric by increasing power
tra nsmittability.

Economics of papermaking have influenced the
trends for higher speeds and greater loadings in the
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press section. These advances in machine- design have
caused roll covering companies not only to develop
new cover materials to withstand these conditions, but
also to develop analytical methods to predict their
behaviour.

The prediction of roll cover performance is based
on the mathematical treatment of the hysteresis and
conductivity data in the general heat transfer equation
in cylindrical coordinates. The mathematics is unique
in that it incorporates the hysteresis data for specific
cover materials into the heat transfer equation. The
hysteresis value at given temperatures are obtained
from the computer data bank through regression analy-
sis. Due to the large number of calculations required
solutions are obtained on a digital computer.

Finally the above program is used in actual cases
to solve problems and to determine the nip parameters,
ie, to "ENGINEER NIP" solutions, for assisting
papermakers to achieve the economic and product
quality benefits of more efficient and effective sheet
pressing.

• Lathia Rubber Mfg Co Pvt. Ltd
Saki Naka, Kurla, Andheri Road
BOMBAY ·400072
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A. COVERED ROLLS IN THE MODERN
PAPER MACHINE

CLASSIFICATION OF COVERED ROLLS

Covered rolls in the wet press may be designated
as either press rolls or carrying rolls. Press rolls are
the working units which apply pressure to the paper
web and its supporting felt. Carrying rolls serve to
convey the felt and paper web, either together or
separately, through the press section.

Each type of roll is labeled to more closely describe
its use or position in the press, for example first top
press, pickup, bottom press. The press rolls are
further classified by their construction ego suction press,

. grooved roll, etc.. In other parts of the machine
covered rolls are labeled according to their function
viz. top size press, couch, breakerstack.

'FUNCTION AND TYPES OF COVERED ROLLS

Coverings on press rolls serve to distribute the
pressure in the nip over a wide area and cause the
application and release of pressure to occur more
gradually. Pressure distribution can be increased or
decreased by varying various parameters like cover
composition, cover hardness, load, speed, etc.. For
example cover hardness is the resistance of the cover
material to penetration and is related to the cover's

. modulus which is an indication of the load carrying
capacity of the covering. An increase in the hardness
will decrease the nip width under a given press loading
and average pressure in the nip will increase. If the
covering is softened the reverse will occur.

The ratio of pressure distribution and width of
nip is critical in maintaining the efficiency of the modern
paper machine presses. The ratio varies with the type
of press and its location in the machine. Determining
the proper ratio involves complicated interrelationship

. of the following factors

Degree of water removal
Tendency toward sheet crushing
Extent of felt life
Roll cover life

For example increasing the cover hardness will
increase the nip pressure, will improve water removal
but will approach crushing condition in some presses,
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will tend to decrease felt life and will improve roll
cover life to a degree.

RolIs which directly contact the wet sheet must be
covered with compositions designed to release the
sheet and minimize fiber picking. Composition covers
are easily machined to provide the surface configuration
required 'for special press design, ego grooved rolls,
drilled rolls, etc ..

Carrying rolls are covered primarily to protect
the metal roll from corrosion and to provide a smooth
surface against the felt or paper web. The covers on
these rolls may be machined to provide surface grooves
or raised spirals called "worms" which help to remove
wrinkles rrom the felt or sheet.

Specific physical and chemicalproperties must be
built into the roll cover compounds or compositions
will be discussed later.

ROLL COVERING MATERIALS

Most press and carrying rolls consist of a metal
body covered with a polymeric material. A polymer
is a natural or synthetic material composed of long
chain molecules built up by a basic unit called mono-
mer. The polymer may be an elastomer or a plastic.
Elastomers are capable of undergoing a large amount
of stretching (over 200%), while plastics are more rigid
and generally will stretch from 10-25%. These
definitions become confusing when we realise that by
combinations of ingredients, elastomeric composition
can be ranged from rock hard to sponge soft.

The term "rubber" is sometimes u sed to designate
any type of roll covering. It . is not really correct
and is a very general term and can lead to confusion.
Now it is more meaningful to describe covering
materials as elastomeric or plastic. Mostly elastomeric
materials are used in roll coverings and we shall con-
centrate on them.

Natural Rubber
SBR
Polybutadiene
Neoprene
Nitrile
Hypalon
EPDM

•••

Butyl
Chlorobutyl
Silicone
Polyurethane
Epoxy
Viton

,.
••
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Fig .. 1 Basic polymers available for Roll Covering.

•.

Fig 1 lists the basic materials used to produce
roll coverings Some of them are generic names or
others are trade names, depending on which is more
commonly used. Each name actually refers to a group
or family of raw polymers which are chemically similar.
The major types of elastomers and the variations
within each type possess different physical and chemical
properties which provide the roll cover manufacturer
with a wide selection of materials from which to
fabricate roll covers.

All elastomers cannot be used by themselves but
must be. made into a compound also called composi-
tion, before being fabricated into products. The
expertise of the roll cover manufacturer comes into play
ia this area. Each elastomer represents a starting point
for producing a composition with a specific set of
physical and chemical properties required for a parti-
cular application. This is accomplished by adding to
the basic elastomer a number of chemicals which will
react with it during later processing steps to bring out
the required properties. A poor choice of compounding
ingredients can ruin potentially good properties of the
basic elatomer. It should be mentioned at this point
that two covers with the same hardness can have other
properties, like tensile or abrasion, Which are extremely
different.

Reinforcing Fillers-viz. carbon black
Processing Aids-viz. oil
Curing System-viZ. sulphur, accelerators
Age Retarders
Inert Fillers-viz. clay

Fig. 2 Typical Ingredients in a Rubber Formulation

t1 ••

Fig. 2 shows typical ingredients that are added in
various proportions to make an elastomeric compound
or composition. Over 1000 ingredients are available
for making a formulation. Each ingredient performs a
definite function in bringing out the final properties.

Compounding ingredients are incorporatod into
the basic elastomer by using a two roll open mill or an
enclosed Banbury mixer.

Because of the variety of final properties 'which
may be built into an elastomeric composition by the
process of compounding just described, roll covering
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companies tend to. sell their product under trade names.
In fact, a natural rubber covering supplied by Company
A may have propertie s quite different from a natural
rubber covering supplied by Company B. FOIl. this
reason the roll user must work closely with the roll
covering company to make certain that the best covering
is obtained for each roll application.

ROLL COVER MANUFACTURE

Roll cover manufacture consists of various pro-

cesses shown in Fig. 3.

Preparation of Metal Core
Cementing of metal Surface
Application of Covering
Vulcanisation
Grinding and Crowning
Cover Drilli ng, Grooving, etc.
Roll Inspection

Fig. 3 Roll Cover Manufacturing Processes

The metal cores are prepared by tooling on a lathe
or by other such processes. For suction rolls special
proprietary procedures ate needed before the covering
process can begin. With bonding methods available
to-day it is not necessary to turn the metal surface.
Roll balancing is carried out at this point.

The prepared metal core is then =coated with one
or more special cements to form the bonding system
between the roll coveri ng and the metal surface. The
particular cementing system depends on type of metal
of core and the elastomeric roll covering. This is a
very important step in roll covering.

The approved elastomeric compound, prepared as
described previously, is applied to the cemented metal
surface by either the sheet method or the extrusion
method. At this stage all elastomeric compounds are
in a plastic state and may be formed with ease. This
includes the types which will be rock hard in the
finished form.

The covered roll is then placed in a steam pressure
autoclave-the vulcanizer, and exposed to a heating
cycle which causes reaction to take place between the
polymer and its ingredients. This reaction called
curing or vulcanization', changes the compound from a
plastic form to a strong elastic composition. The final
properties of the covering are brought out by the
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vulcanization process and as it is a chemical reaction
it must be regulated very accurately.

The vulcanized covering is then ground to the
specified diameter on a precision roll grinder. The
machine must be equipped with a crowning device to
grind the specified crown into the roll.

Covers which have to be drilled or grooved are
rough ground. The cover is drilled or grooved and
then the roll covering is given a final finish ground.

The completed roll is carefully inspected and
compared to the customers specifications. Rolls are
inspected for Hardness, Dimensions, Crowns, etc ..

ROLL COVER PROPERTIES

Of the many material properties of the cover
compounds which determine successful roll operation,
Hardness is the only one generally used, by roll users,
as a' specification and for comparing covers. This is
primarily because it Can be easiJy measured both in the
roll covering factory and in the paper mill The uni-
versal use of hardness values leads many roll users to
the erroneous conclusion that hardness and possibly
the type of elastomer are the only considerations
necessary when discussing rolls. This is not the case
as can be seen by considering Fig. 4, which lists the
important properties of cover materials.

Static Compression Modulus-Hardness
Tensile Strength
Dynamic Modulus
Hysteresis-Heat Buildup-ResiJiency
Thermal Stability
Abrasion Resistance-Flex Fatigue-Tear
Strength
Creep-Permanent Set
Heat Aging
Adhesion to Metal
Solvent and Chemical Resistance

Fig. 4 Important Properties of Roll Covering
Compositions

All the properties listed are measured and studied
by roll manufacturers. The majority of these proper-
ties can 'be measured only by destructive type laboratory
tests using elaborate equipment. This explains the
popularity of the Hardness property.
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Fig. 4 includes both static and dynamic properties.
When dealing with products exposed to cycl ical loading
such as tyres or covered rolls, dynamic properties must
be studied under conditions of load, speed and tem-
perature This is due to the viscoelastic behaviour of
elastomeric materials. Instead of acting in a true
elastic manner, these materials exhibit some of the
viscous response of liquids, which makes their proper-
ties extremely tite, i.e. rate of speed, and temperature
dependent. With increasing temperature all properties,
like modulus, strength, hardness, bond integrity etc.,
are affected adversely.

We will concentrate only on one property of
exterme importance to us -Hysteresis. Hysteresis is
the energy lost in each loading-unloading cycle as a
covered roll operates. Fig. 5 is a typical low strain

Fig. 5 Static 'stress versus strain
,with hysteresis

rate representation of this phenomenon. The loading
portion of the curve is ABC and unloading CDE. The
area enclosed by ABCOE is the hysteresis loss or power
loss during the cycle and this mechanical loss is conver-
ted to heat which manifests itself as a rise in tempera-
ture This is due to the fact that elastomeric materials
are visceelastlc and incompressible. Under compression
the material is forced to assume a different shape and
does so by flowing like a liquid.

;
o

$TlfAIH

Fig. 6 DynamicHysteresis

At high strain rates the hysteresis cycle forms a
loop. Fig. 6 shows the appearence of the cyclic hys-
teresis loop. The three loops are shown for a given
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cover compound which was subjected to a. constant
cyclic stress at three different temperatures. The slope
of the major axis of the ellipse is the dynamic modulus
of the compound at that temperature. The decrease of
dynamic modulus with temperature is typical behaviour
of elastomeric materials.

B. PREDICTION OF COVERED ROLL
PERFORMANCE

"

The increased speed and loading of the press rolls
leads to greater stresses in the roll cover and its bond
to the metal. It also leads to a greater hysteresis loss
also called power loss, which produces higher opera-
ting temperatures of tile roll. The mechanical failure
of the roll cover is principally a stress and temperature
related phenomena.

An approximate analytical method for predicting
the operating temperature distribution through the
cover thickness is set forth. From experimental data
and field results this analysis yields theoretical results
which correlate well with the observed measure-
ments.

Because of the large number of calculations and
operations required to handle the iteration method
presented, the analysis was programmed for and
solutions obtained on a digital computer. Each solu-
tion needs millions of computer operations.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Prediction of roll cover temperatures is the deve-
lopment of changing circumstances in the paper mak-
ing industry. Roll cover temperature distribution is
dependent on a combination of operating. parameter
and roll parameters. Operating parameters include
press goemetrv, roll speed, press loading, environmental
temperature, existence of internal cooling facility etc.
Roll parameters include cover composition, cover hard
ness, cover thickness, roll diameter, etc.

The solution to the general one-dimensional equa-
tion governing the steady state heat transfer in a roll
covering can be determined if it is possible to arrive at
a power loss, i.e. hysteresis loss, distribution through
the cover thickness. This power loss is a function of
the stress and temperature distribution through the
cover thickness. This raises the dilemma that the
temperature distribution to be derived is a function of
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power loss which is itself function of temperature and
stress.

The method used to solve this was to utilize and
iteration technique whereby a starting temperature dis-
tribution is assumed from which stress and power loss
distribution is determined. This allows a new tempe-
rature distribution to be generated. This process is
repeated until the distributions are within some preset
error limit.

HYSTERESIS AND POWER LOSS

Hysteresis is the mechanical power loss in each
loading-unloading cycle and was discussed earlier in
Fig. 5 and 6. For a given cover compositions
the mechanical loss of power in a cycle is basically a
function of the strain rate, temperature and stress of
the material.

The dynamic hysteresis testing to generate data on
various compositions was performed on a Satic Systems
Testing Machine SF-IU. For each material compo-
sition tests were conducted and data subjected to re-
gression analysis. Fig. 7 and 8 are typical graphs of
hysteresis and dynamic moduIii as a function of tempe-
rature. The data was then stored in a computer.

~
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Fig. 7 Volumetric Hysteresis vs~
Temperature
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Fig. 8 Dynamic Modulus vs. Temperature

Stress Analysis
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STRESS ANALYSIS

The stress distribution at the nip was studied by
finite element techniques on a digital computer .. An
empirical equation for stress was 'derived and Was taken ,
as af~nction of the following

S (r) = (D1,D2, PLI, t, ED. r)

where S (r) = stress distribution as a . function of'
radius

D, = diameter of roll I
D. = diameter of roll 2
PLI = lin'~ar1oad in pounds p~rlinear inch'
.t ;= cover. thickness
ED = Factor relating to dynamic modulus!

and temperature
r..~ radius

HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS

, In cylindrical co-ordinates the mechanics of heat
transfer .is, governed by ,,

d2.T:;+ldT=;: ...;.flr)

dfa rdr

wll.ere T= temperature distribution as a function of r
f ••• radius

. f (r) = internal power loss as a function of r
, .. ~' ,'.. ,'" -' . - - .

If PowerLossf'{r) is assumed to be approximate
by the 'following :

(3)

then the temperature distributionwiIl have the follow-
ing general form

T (r) = C1 In (r) + C2 -1 (aoro+ ... a, r4) (4)

k •

where C1 C2 = arbitrary constants
k :::pmaterial conductivity

This solution now reduces to a" boundary value'
problem, where the necessary conditions are applied to
equations. Sollltioristothisequation under various boun-
dry conditions are well documented in Heat; Transfer
texts. Hence. rhe problem is'solved.

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND ANALY •.
TICAL RESULTS

Extensive heat transfer tests have been conducted
on a roll test machine designed and constructed by the
Research Group of Stowe Woodward Company. This
test machine is shown in' fig. 9. '

,.
", ." :i,':!

:~:i~,:~~:~iIti~{i
Fig. 9 Roll ''1'estMachlne
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Tests were conducted on an 18 P & J standard
roll cover compound at one inch thickness at various
speeds and loads. Fig. 10 and 11 show sample results
of this testing and compare the experimental 'results to
that which is predicted by theory.
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COnE RUBBER COVER THICKNESS, PER CENT

Fi'k: 10 Case I Experimental' and
Theoretical 'T~mperature Profile
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RUBBER COVER THICKNESS. PER CENT AIR

Fig.!! Case II. Experimental and
Theoretical Temperature Profile

The above two figures show that the theoretical pre-
dictions are comparable to the exper'imental r~ults. Fig.
10 is for a roll loaded to) 3bk~fln(l75 ,pJi) running '~t
410 mpm (1350) fpm) with no water ,cooling of the
core. Fig. 11 is for a roll loaded ,to 49 kN/m(280 pli)
running at 720 mpm (23.70 fpm) .and water cooled
core ..

PARAMETER ANALYSIS

"-
. When one has a system of equations to predicts

heat buildup. It is informative to see the influence of
variousparameters that make upHle equation.

Fig. 12 shows the theoretical variat;on of the maxi-
mum temperature in a cover as a function of cover con-
~uptiv.ity .. It can be. s~e~.'thAt the~ '&tea'te~t',improve-
~en~ occurs.between conducti.vit~esof O,bOl73' (0.1)
and 0 0034'6 (0 2)W jem deg' C (BTtJ7ft-hr deg, F).
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Fig. 12 Max. Roll Cover Tempex:ature
vs. Roll Conductivity
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Fig. 13 Max. Roll Cover Temperature I
vs. Machine Load
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Fig. 14 Effect of increasing
Load on Cover Temperature

Fig. 13 illustrates the theoretical variation in cover
temperature with increased PLI loading fig. 14 shows
the measured effect of increasing load on test rolls.
The obvious effect here is the increase in stress due to
the higher loading. Sometimes the effect is more dra-
matic and occurs when a cover material is near its
capacity to carry the compressive stress.
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Fig. 15 Max.. Roll Cover
Temperature vs. Machine Sp~ed
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Fig. 16 Effect of increasing
Speed on Cover Temperature

Fig. 15 illustrates the theoretical variation in cover
temperature with increased machine speed. Fig. 16
shows the measured effect of increasing speed on test
rolls. They both illustrate that as the machine speed
increases the operating temperature of the cover in-
creases. This is due to the increased number of cycles
per second to which the cover is subjected.
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Fig. 17 Max. Roll Cover Temperature
vs. Cover Thickness
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Fig. 18 Effect of increasing Cover
Thickness on Heat Buildup

Fig. 17 illustrates the theoretical variation in
cover temperature as the cover thickness is increased.
Fig. 18 shows the measured jeffect of increasing cover
thickness on cover temperature. This illustrates a fact
well known to the industry that a reduction in cover
thickness is accomplished by a reduction in the opera-
ting temperature of the roll.
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Fig. 19 Effect of Cover Hardness
••on Cover Temperature

Fig. 19 shows the measured effect on increasing
cover hardness for a particular rubber cover compo-
sition. As expected the harder cover runs much cooler
at a speed of 610 mpm (2000 fpm) the harder cover
runs 22 deg. C (40 deg. F) cooler. At higher speed of
915 mpm (3000 rpm) the soft cover built up heat so
fast that the test had to be discontinued.

,oo~-------~--,

i::I/==~.~·---·-·-
:: Ii('" 150 ps.
~IOO

"
~ 50

COy,,, .•... _._-_.
covrR 8 -
"AAOH(SS 30,PaJ

a ,
.UHNING nMr .hI'

Fig. 20 Effect of Cover Compound of
same Hardness on Cover Temperature

Fig. 20 shows the measured effect on load on two
different cover compositions on cover temperature.
Both the covers have the same hardness at room tempe-
rature, but have different properties in operation. The
covers were run at 610 mpm(2000 fpm) and two loading
of 26 kN/m (150 pli) and 53 kN/m (300 pli). Due to
the covers having hysteresis property that are different
from one another the covers show different temperature
while running. At the higher load for Cover B the
test have to be discontinued as the temperature rise Was
very high. Such tests show how important it is to

study the dynamic properties of the .cover compo-
sitions.

Fig. 21 shows another set of cover compounds
having the same hardness, but other properties that are
extremely different. This fiigure shows how the ther-
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mal stability .ef the Cover B results in much more uni-
form roll operation.
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Fig. 22-Nip Properties V5. CoVer
Temperat'Ures

Fig 2~ illustrates what happens to nip width and
nip pressure as cover temperature increases, which may
be due to iJl'ereased load, speed, etc. The decreasing
nip preslwewtth increase of temperature. indicates the
importance ofmaintaining the cover temperatures,

Fig 23 illustrates that as diameter of-the role core
is increased.the nip pressure, at a given condition of
load etc" de--eh~ases. This decrease in pressure leads to
a reduction in operating temperature of the covet.
This is one of the Important varia:b'IC$ in' a design of
the press.
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Finally, it is important to see the. effectof internal
cooling of the roll cores. Fig, 24 il'ustrares th~tillfcr-
nal cooling is much more effective than COO,)in8 ;by
external showers. The test was conducted on a 30
P & J roll cover 25 mm (I inch. ).thick.at. a speed of
]520 mpm (5000 rpm) and a load of35 kNjm (200 pli)
The roll. was cooled .to -room t emperauire . before con-
ductingthe next test. In Test A,no cooling med.~lJm
was used and. as the. rise in. temp,erature waa.tQQ, higp,f,r
safety. the test.was ...discQnt,inued. Test·B;w~.~~Q~ct,d
wifh' an external cooling sh~w~r on the' ~01J. Test C
was conducted with water circulating through the roll
body. It is seen that the internal cooling is the most
efficient method of cooling roll covers.
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Fig: 25 illustrates the interaction of various factors
on cover heat buildup. Curve A show that cover
would have failed, whereas the same cover with Water
cooling would have worked as shown by Curve D.
The other op,tions ,like reducing cover .thicklles~urve

r ''':f ' '"', •. t~ ,_" -",6 .,. ~.~.,"' •• ~'_,"'.'

B, and increasing the cove.r.ha~d~,~ss,.'c.~~v~C, are ~I~o
, shown. The choke; of the 'option to be used rests to
, ' .,' ("'" ~.,.', " '" (

. WIth the user of theroll.

C. ENGINEERED NIPS

. The above theory can be appli,e<f~;;d used to ans-
: ~e~ t~e ;q~~s,tio~~~~!h~,p~p~z:~~kers, like ':H~~io

Improvtthe.eIfbenc), oftM press ?", "How to impro-
: Ve th~.prOdri~tiVity of the 'press ?", "What happens

INPUT

1.
2.

Distance between bearings (mm)
Tetal face- widtlt,'-(mm, -~'--------', . ~

3.
4.

5.

Face width between dubs (mm)

Outside diameter of core (mm),
Jnside diameter of core (mm)
~ore material

~Modulus of elasticity (Kg/em2)

Press loading (Kg/em)

Weight of rolls (Kg)

6.
7.

Fig. 26 Input required for
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BOTTOM ROLL

,5689

5080

4775 ...r "~".- .• , e • ,Y~'" t' .:, . '7
','!::"tr;" .: .~.,~

p 800.,
). 4':' !'p,r CI-PR40

~( .1~6x fb'
}~

.. ~ t ;:0" ';89
, j:-'-' (.,... \ C' 'J-

/ .,.,.....' '75~9
1'" ;,..

. ~l:·.:~ '>
calculating the Crown r:quired'.f0I'.~{:P{$ 'Ii e'':

"'-,""'1; ....

.~
.r .. ;.:' ,f ,I 1

when machine speeds or loads are increased?" The above
theory and its associated computer programme can be
used to bring about the best compromise between the
i*terrelated factors like nip width, nip pressure, water
removal, sheet crushing, felt life, etc.

One of th~ most important outputs that is obtained
friom this programme is ~he crown needed on the press
rolls given the press factors like press! geometry, roll
c~nstructions, press load etc.

A pre~_s_rolejsact!;laIJy a beam of) circ~lar cross
section designed to carry an evenly-distributed load
across its face. 'Like any other beam under load, the

. press roll deflects. In order to obtain an even nip
ptessure across the face' of the press Ii is necessarv to
compensate for the deflection. Compensating for defle-
ction is the/sole reason for crowning roll The" cover
composition, thickness or hardness does not affect the
deflection of the roll. If the press loading is changed
then the crown also must be changed.

-C'.. t, .•. ;~ - _. ., •.• -.,~. t.

.•.•. "'The type of information needed and the out put. '

'from the programme are shown in Fig. 26 and Fig. 27.
Please note that the crown calculated is for that particu-
lar load. This also shows the importance of crowning
both the rolls in the.,press':' ~

" . " . -' ',~ ~

.-,,

(:

TOP ROLL .".

5842
5080

477.5'"",~ i,._ ~c

. " 9,1,.? "

"

i:

:

. 4316 x 106

",89'
9752

IPPTA eo.venfionlssue -1990;



'" " : &'

COMPUT.ER PRINT OUT
•. r', .

,. '> ,.. l ". 'I -', ..,_.••..r~. #

••
ROtL CROWN

CENTER LINE (mm) N REQUIRED CIlPWN(mm) CROWN'·C.oSINE (rom)
TOP BOTTbM ., TOP BOTTOM TOP BOTTOM

i 0: O. . -: O· 1.0161 0.9944 I 0161 0.9944
238.7 238.7 1 b0047 0.9832 1.0046 09832
477.5 f 4.77.5 2 0.9706 0.9498 09704 0.9496

(716.2 1','0'1'71,21 3 09144 08947 0.9139 0.8943
,955:~0 -,9~j. 0;,: . 4 0,8366 0 8185 0.8359 0 8180
\193.7: I J." 1193.7~ 5 0:7385 0.7223 0.7376 0.7218
\432.5.. >, i 1432.5 t( ; L ' . v 6 016213 06U1.6 0.6204 06071
1671.2 . 1671:-2· ~ t 7 ." 0:4868 0.475')' 0.4860 0.4756
1910.0 1910.0 t , 8 E 0 3368 0 3292 •9.3}6J. I .". " 0.3291
~148.7 2148.7 .. .t 9 0·.1737•. ,,. ....,.•.. Q,J61)7._ Q)73fi., " 0.1698
4387.5 2387.5 10 oioooc 0.0900. 0.0000 ..• ~. 0.0000. -. "". ;

Theangle"thlrt minimizes the difference 'b"etwee~ the required crown and the crown cosine
l> For the top roll is 69 degrees t' I"

: For the botlom rolf is 69 .degrees
•• Fig, 27' Output for Crown needed in a Press \

For the prediction of cover perfonrtarice Fig. 2~
shows -the type of data rieeded. IMorinationneeded
includes the cover, cover thickness, load, speed, etc.;'
Please tBoteUrat the computer: 'has data only on out'
compounds. Fig. 28 shows-the information: r6r' a
straight through press.

..
r

'( ,. 'RoU cover material· . Resistex
2.~. Hardness of cover (pJ) 25

r 3'1 T>o'iiiidiiding' cover) (mm) 609
4. _OIl..oLcDre (mm) 559
51 ID of core (mrn] 457
6'i on-'ar'companion roll (mm) 482
7.. Press loading (Kg/em) 90--~.-.-... '. - .
8.. Speed (m/m) 365
9; Core material. Cast iron

]0. Ambient air temp. (0C) 32.2
II. Face length (mmj 3048

Fig 28 Informatinn 'needed for predicting Cover
Perf6tntance: , .•••.

- , "1· . • , • .:. . .'

Fjg 29 and 30 give the typlcal heat . tr<J.nsfeJ;'solu-
don.' •Fig 29 gives ~olutionconsideringthat the. f<?le
ishen-water ·cooled. Fig. 30 shows'the sohiti0IJ..C?~~'
sidering that the roll is water cooled. For analysis a'nd

IPPTA Convehtion~lssue f990

. ,
I I
'.. Maximum ftres~ (Kg/ems] 33.1
.' Nip width (mm} . 36 394
t Average prellsur~ through nip (Kg!cm~) 24.7
. Average temperature (cC) 85.0
~.Stres'> distributi~ through-rubber cover (Kg/6m2)

Rubber-air interface "\ r ..•• 33.2 " I

. : l- "j' , ~ . ,~ '. .:\1. 5 "
.. 29.9 'f

28.3
26.9
25.5
24.1
22.9
'21.6 .
.20.5

19.4 "

.: {

'j

Rubber-material interface

Location in mm through cover . Tempetature
c, Rubber-air interface . 25.000' .. 7.1"

22.500 75 .\
20.0001 t 79 1
17.500 82
15.000' 85
12.500 87'

I~~g8.; " '~~
5.000 '91
2.500 . \. 91
o . 91

e-

Rubber-metal interface

Fig. 29 Computer Output of Press Performance for.
non-water coiled roll

, '
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Maximum stress (Kg/cmll)
Nip width (mm)
Average pressure through nip (Kg/cmt)
A verage temperature (0C)

Stress distribution through cover (kg/cm2)

Rubber-air interface 46.9
43.6
40.5
37.5
34,.8
32.2
29.8
27.6
25,,5 '
23.6

Rubber-metal interface 21. 8
, Location in DIm through cover, Temperature 0C

Rubber-air int~I'face 25.000 42
20.500 43
20000 43
17.500 ' 42
]5.000 41
]2.500 39
10.000' 37
7.500 34
5.000 31
2.500 28

RlJbber-metal··interface 0 25

46.9
25.716
35.0
37.0

10. I Iitres of 22°C fluid are- required to cool exter-
nal heat flux and internally generated heat.

Fig. 30 Computer output of Press Performance
for water coiled roll

comprehensive interpretation the output lists the
maximum stress, dynamic,nipWiqth, stress distribution
temperature distribution, etc.

The Engine~red. Nip depends .upo~ ,the,above pre-
dictions. It is now a matter of choosing the appropriate
press design and suitable roll coverings depending upon
the need for .appropnate nip width, nip pressure,
etc.

Using the correct combination of press and roll
coverings we can give the specific pressure in the nip
conpernedor give the specific.nip wjdthde!'ired. We
can now increase the nip width,while keeping the nip
pressure the same. If tbe nip pressures are to high

the same can be brought down without compromising
on the press efficiency or paree load can be decreased
without decrease in the efflciency of the' press.

Engineered/nip was applied in a paper mill in USA
on the second press of a paper machine. The second
press Was double felted and hada 10 P&J covered
roll over a stainless steel bare roll. When run at 210
kN/m (1200 plijthe felt life was an unacceptable 2 to
3 days. Replacing the 10 P&J covet with a 16 P&J
significantly improved felt life to 25 days. This is seen
in fig. 3] as point A on the upper curve (upper curve
and left hand axis for pressure and' lower curve and
right hand axis for nip width). The. mill wanted to
improve extraction and decided -to increasing the load-to
245 kN/m (1400 pli), seen as.pointB on the upper .hard-
soft curve ..Altl.lOug~this increased nip pressure, there was
very little improvement in moisture removal. It Was
aHa!ysed that,t~enip,wi(Hh was Jess and it was decided
to by point C on the soft-soft upper curve. The doading
'Vas increa~d to ..2~()kN/m(16QO.pli)., This load' was
sho'Vn,tq1wye.,the.sarnenip pfess.u,re acsA~ mess with
3: h~rd-sqft combiaation Joaded, ~t.210 kN/m (1200 pH)
Tpe. bottom curve .shows the'~~ng~ in nip width rela-
tingto the. press changes.

HAItO-SoFi
:$oF,!_-5~~'!'J 4'0

...:.-----~ ~·o.c.•..
'tI...•
~
~..•...... ---- ..- ..• 2: 0 z:

...
I/)Il..

8
II

'"~ ,
III~4t: ----- j.~.~_-...s ~Z:2 ~L.. _

I'~ ('2 1·'4 '"' (.g 2.·0 1..2. l:t., H,
Load PLI x 1000

31 Nip Pres:5Ure and Nip Width for Case .r

The improvement in press Wall. like having a
rebuild-s-nor only was there an increase in water
removal, but the sheet density and Mullen were impro-
ved-so much so, the mill was able to shut .down one
refiner. Another plus-felt life was increased to 58
days.



CASE-II

For the Engineered Nip attention must be focussed

on all the presses, not just on one press as is illustrated
in this case. Here a paper mill in America rebuilt the
third press for 245 kNjm (1400 pli) load with a 10 P&J

top roll over a Microrok bottom. The rebuild gave

them no improvement. In the analysis, seen in fig. 32,

the first and second press were found to be inefficient.

..

.\
-I ,'!"'~"-

~IO ~-'"--T---+ __'__- ._- _.- .--
x 8\-_. -'- ----,.-----1•..•
III
Il.o

Il f---~-

--~-1
I

>. .

I

2. ~ 6, e. \? \1. l!.\ \ &, 18
Load PLI x 100

Fig. 32 Nip Pressures existing in the
Machine, Case II

.,
Each press had a 30 P&J Peeler covering on top of a

30 P&J suction roll and loads in the presses were 44

kNjm (250 pli) and 70 kNjm (400 pli) respectively.

Sheet conditionin in the earlier presses is very important
for the performance of the third press. The load in

the second press was increased. The third press was
replaced with both soft 16 P&J roll covers to increase

the ni~ residence time in the press and to-reduce the

•
f

•••..
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o
;:: '12

X

- 10en
Il.o

- . f·
!

~,,~.~:;-----..,..-- ' .
--:-~

~ b
Ill'·
Q)
J..

p-<. 4
p. .:...•z 2 L-~~~~~"~j~~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ ~ __ -l

"0 '(:1. 1,4- I.f, '·8. 2'0 2..'2.. Z·/r '2:&
Load PLI x 1000

Fig. 33 Nip Pressure in Third Press after
~odification, Case II

-I ..
I
I

," THiel(
16' PotJ'

(r-----~------~--------~---~
III
E,ol--- _

I" T~\(I(

It:; pg,J

1'0 t,? /.4- ('b (.g 1'0 2.'2. 1·~ 2.·6
Load PLI x 1000

Fig. 34 Nip Resid'ence Time in Third Press after
Modification, Case II enhanced and felt life in
'he third press was increased. Case III

stress in the press. The effect of this on nip pressure
is seen in fig. 33 and fig. 34 shows the effect on nip
residence time. Due to these changes the sheet being
made was enhanced and felt life in the third press was
increased.

CASE III
Finally we would like to present a study where the

customer wanted to increase the efficiency of the press
and take out more water in the presses. The press
condition before the nip way engineered is shown in
Fig 35, which also shows the press performance. The
machine has two presses, first a suction and double
felted second with a grooved roll.
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io SSO fpm'

Information included is forZZ3Q • Diaper Grade (1583 ft )

lSO-inch
fourd..

n===--~~-::cr-~ '...•. .- ....
Shee t to Dryers

J st Press (Syc;tioj- ,_

2nd Press (Double Felted)
(Loaded 1200 P1i)
Top - Plain 15 P&J
.Bottom - Grooved 0-5 P&J

Existing Sfleet Moisture.:

• Before Ist Press

• Before 2nd Press

• After 2nd Press

"Moisture
73

64
55

%Remo, ••

9

9

PRESS SECTION WATER
Position

1st Press

2nd Press

REMOVAL:
··SH20rA.D. Veet

0.92
0.55

GPM
128

76.8

Fig. 35 Press Configuration and Performance Before ..
•

On analysis it was felt that the second press was
not working as efficiently as it could. After analysis
the grooved roll was replaced by a 15 P&J DriPress

cover. The press performance after the rebuild is shown

in fig, 36.

This helped to improve the moisture extraction by
20%. from 0,55 Ibs of water per tAD sheet to 0.65 lbs
of water per ttIbs AD sheet. The sheet moisture
decreased by 2%. The felt life went from 25 days to
55 days. Also the purge shower on the grooved press
was closed down as it was not needed. The bulk and
cross machine moisture profile were improved.

46 IPPTA Convention Issue 1900



SPEED: to SSO fpm

•

Not.: Information included in for
230 , Diaper Grade
(1583 ft2)

• .Sheet to Dryers

1st Press (Suction)

,2nd Press (DQuble Felted)
(Loaded 1000 Pli)
Top - Plain 15 P6J
Bottom - Dri Press 15 P&J

Sheet Moistures :
• Before 1st Press

Before 2nd Press
After 2nd Press

% Moisture
73
64
53 (or Jess)

% Removed

9
11

or
Before 3rd Press

PRESS SECTION WATER REMOVAL:

Position
1st Press
2nd Press

"'sHIOr A. D. Sheet
0.92
0.65

GPM
128

90.8
.•.
• Fig. 36 Case III Nip Parameters and Press Performance After

CONCLUSION
engineering principles regarding roIl coverings in
presses for improving efficiency in paper machines.
Papermakers can have a high degree of confidence in
the Engineered Nip to improve production and
efficiency.

The mathematical model described gives adequate
representation of that which is observed in the field,
The Engineered Nip concept is a breakthrough in

47
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